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1988 Centre Executive Brian McCullough
As usual, Centre elections were held during the Annual Dinner Meeting in 

November. This year all nominees for the 1998 executive were acclaimed:
Alan Hildebrand, president;
Brian McCullough, vice-president;
Jane Lund, secretary;
Stephen Nourse, treasurer; and
Lee Macdonald, Yves Demers and Paul Boltwood, councilors.

Outgoing president Richard W agner (soon to be 1st past president) and former 
Centre president Robert Dick will act as the Centre’s national council representatives.

In other business, Observers Group Chairman Gary Boyle awarded the Observer 
of the Year Award to Paul Comision for his well-recorded observations throughout 
1997. Also, AstroNotes editor Brian McCullough presented Doug Luoma with this 
year’s Article of the Year Award (see below).

1997 Article of the Year Winner

Congratulations to Doug Luoma for winning the 1997 AstroNotes Article 
of the Year Award for his article, “Genesis of an Amateur Astronomer 
(Part 2: Comet Halley)” which appeared in the March 1997 issue of 
AstroNotes. Astrophotographer Doug and his “all-sky” sphere were 
captured on film at the Ottawa Centre picnic last August. (Photo by Brian 
McCullough)
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Mike BelcherVery Large Array (VLA)
Located one hour west of Socorro, NM, the Very Large Array (VLA) is a major 

component of the U.S. National Radio Astronomy Observatory. It comprises 27 large 
antennas (230 tons each, with a dish diameter of 25 m) arrayed along three 21-km legs 
in a “Y” pattern. By combining the data from all antennas and using the rotation of 
the Earth, it is possible to synthesize a radio wavelength picture with as much detail as 
an optical telescope, a feat which would otherwise have required a single antenna 
27 km in diameter!

The VLA operates continuously, a typical experiment usually requiring about 12 
hours of observing time on the array. Although radio astronomy is not limited to 
nighttime or clear weather observing, the site near Socorro was selected because of its 
altitude and large flat area on which to deploy the array.

A self-guided tour is available at the site, starting at the Visitor Center where the 
principles of radio astronomy are presented along with details of the VLA itself. The 
tour continues outside where visitors can walk out to one of the antennas along gravel 
paths, stopping at various information kiosks along the route. The most important sign 
was the one warning of the presence of poisonous snakes.

The VLA was completed in January 1982 at a final cost of $78.6 million 
(US). When extended to its fullest, the array can track a radio source with 
an accuracy of 15 arc seconds. The weak signals detected from space 
are amplified millions of times before being processed.
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Antennas are repositioned along the array arms by a special transporter 
moving on two parallel sets of railroad tracks. The antennas themselves 
are not on tracks, but must be lifted from a concrete base and carried to 
another station. During transit (about two hours from station to station) 
the transporter supplies the antenna with electrical power to keep the 
receivers cooled and the electronics stable.

We were lucky the day we visited since all the antennas were deployed within 600 
metres of the centre, a configuration which gives the maximum field of view but 
lowest resolution. Near one antenna was the large transporter unit which is used to 
pick up the antennas and move them on a dedicated railway track along the leg of the 
array. As can be imagined, a reconfiguration involving the movement of a number of 
230 ton antennas is a major exercise, requiring at least two weeks to complete. 
Configurations normally remain in place for several months, depending on the 
schedule of experiments.

Unlike many scientific installations which operate out of the public eye, the VLA 
became well known due to its use in the film “Contact” which proposed an initial 
radio contact with an alien civilization. Some of the scenes of the film were made at 
the VLA site itself, and in fact the Visitor Center has many stills of the film on 
display, showing how Hollywood was able to work its magic while the VLA continued 
its primary purpose of observing the universe in which we live.
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1997 OG Chairman’s Report Gary Boyle
Observing is one of, if not the most important function of any astronomical club or 

centre. We as amateur astronomers are the proverbial team of horses of a stage coach 
carrying mail. If we do not do our part as a group, the message never gets delivered. 
When the call for telescopes came from the National Museum of Science and 
Technology, we were there for the hundreds of people who flocked to hear lectures on 
and view mighty Comet Hale-Bopp as well as other objects and to have their many 
questions answered. The town of Carp played host to a couple of star nights this year. 
An estimated 80 people attended the June party with some 10 scopes present. October 
saw another large crowd in attendance and eight instruments set up. I would like to 
thank Rolf and Linda Meier for running these nights.

Over the past 12 months, our out-of-town site (Indian River Observatory located 
near Almonte, Ont.) has been used on a constant basis. Through the efforts of Peter 
Ceravolo, the IRO 16 now has a sharper eye to scan the skies. Many stellar objects 
have been observed and photographed. On a couple of occasions, Glenn LeDrew has 
given training classes at the observatory to new keyholders.

The OG meetings have been well attended this year with an average of over 100 
people per night. A total of 66 well-addressed, informative talks were given by 26 
members. To add to the evenings’ events, Glenn LeDrew brought along his portable 
planetarium to the January and September meetings. Numerous items were also 
donated for door prizes. Thank you all, for your time, efforts and contributions. A 
special note of thanks and appreciation are given to our hospitality folks; Anne & Art 
Fraser, for ending our OG nights in good taste with refreshments. As for myself, the 
Astronomy Ottawa phone lines were busy again this year. Of the 225 captured 
recordings, I have personally spoken to 124 people, many of whom attended our 
meetings with some even joining our society. A variety of astronomical questions have 
also been answered.

So what’s in store for 1998? I would like to see more star nights set up at various 
locations around town. I have called upon and will continue to call upon the various 
co-ordinators to present short talks on their section, pertaining to past or upcoming 
celestial events or some other information on a specific topic. I would also like to see 
more of the membership give presentations at our meetings, as opposed to the six or 
seven regular individuals. Hopefully, more bright comets will visit our area of the solar 
system and of course, our fingers are crossed for the Leonid meteor storm predicted for 
this year or next.

In closing, thank you to all who took the time to participate in this year’s outdoor 
events, braving the nightly elements with countless hours at the eyepiece. This 
summary has shown that our membership consists of a dedicated group of 
multipurpose individuals, working together to keep the Ottawa Centre number one in 
the RASC.
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Ken’s Excellent Misadventures Brian McCullough

Ken Hewitt-White must 
be some kind of sucker for 
punishment. Either that or 
he’s astronomy’s answer to 
Indiana Jones (perhaps he’s 
both). Fleeing the clutches 
of a bear during a Perseid 
meteor watch, fighting for 
eyepiece time with a Pacific 
Northern rattler, observing a 
solar eclipse from the 
bottom of a Gaspé swamp — 
he’s done it all, and 
apparently survived to tell 
about it.

Hewitt-White, the 46- 
year-old Sky News columnist 

and co-host of Cosmic Highway, delighted his audience at the Nov. 14 Annual Dinner 
Meeting with these and other stories from his personal “Top 10 List of Worst Possible 
Observing Expeditions” over the last three decades. His presentation was often 
hilarious, as in the telling of the bear episode when he and a girlfriend were 
confronted by a “real Ursa Major” during a Perseid watch in the 1980s.

“This is an emergency,” shouted his girlfriend. “Use the white light!”

“But we’ll lose our dark adaptation,” Ken protested.

“You’ll be dark adapted and dead— shine the light!”

The pair resorted to climbing onto the roof of their borrowed van to observe in 
peace (they later had to pay to get the dents out of the roof).

Ken Hewitt-White joined the RASC in Ottawa in 1966 (Stan Mott signed his 
membership card) and later moved to Vancouver where he became the education co
ordinator and eventually director (1988) of the H.R. MacMillan Planetarium. He left 
after four years when the funding ran out. (Later that same year, the planetarium 
launched a massively successful fundraising campaign that pulled in $8.5 million!)

Missed opportunities and misadventures of all sorts were the stuff of the evening’s 
presentation. Blown-over telescopes, ruined eclipse photos, fruitless comet-chasing 
expeditions — Ken Hewitt-White offered an entertaining and comical look at the more 
ludicrous aspects of one astronomer’s thirty years’ worth of misadventures. Certainly a 
good digestive following a pleasant meal in the company of friends.
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Hilderic BrowneNovember’s OG Meeting
Observers Group Acting Chair Gary Boyle welcomed Ottawa Centre regulars and 

a substantial complement of first-timers to the November 7th meeting. After a brief 
summary of current events ranging from recent auroras on October 10 and November 
6 to the launch of the Cassini mission to Saturn, Gary took up where the October 
meeting left off: finalizing the OG executive for 1998. The vacancies of Vice-Chair, 
Astronomy Day Co-ordinator, and Historian were filled, respectively, by Dave 
Bennett, Peter W illiams, and Carmen Rush, leaving only the office of Recorder in 
search of a candidate1. No additional nominations were received for any other roles 
either, so all positions were declared by acclamation.

With the business concluded, Paul Comision’s “Cutting Edge” considered the 
future of Magnetic Mars (Sky & Telescope, Dec. 1997). Mars Global Surveyor, now 
slowly settling into its mapping orbit, conclusively detected a weak magnetic field, 
only about l/800th the strength of Earth’s. Paul speculated on how such a weak field 
might affect exploration and colonization of Mars sometime in the next century: 
compasses won’t work; perhaps power transmission is affected? On another topic, he 
drew attention to Alan Dyer’s cover story in the same issue on choosing a telescope: 
timely advice for Christmas gift-giving.

The heliocentric Gary Boyle got interested in astronomy at age 8 because of the 
Sun, marvelling at its volume and mass compared to the Earth. He showed some 
drawings he made rather later in his career, beginning in June 1990, near the height of 
the previous Solar Maximum, and which were also worthy examples of observational 
record-keeping. Hot, hazy summer days might not presage good observing at night, 
but they often provide very steady seeing for solar observers first thing in the morning. 
And nowadays, there’s no need to despair even if it’s completely cloudy: there’s 
always the World Wide Web. The Big Bear Solar Observatory makes it easy to keep 
tabs on sunspot and flare activity, though of course there are many other sites as well.

“Ah, the Internet... How did we ever do astronomy without it?” Rolf M eier 
wondered as he reached the podium. (Irony aside, that was a very nice model of 
Cassini that Matthew M eier built from a [free!] kit downloaded from JPL.) Rolf 
discussed prospects for the Leonid meteor shower this year on Nov. 17th: probably up 
again from last year’s “good” rates as progenitor Comet Tempel-Tuttle draws closer, 
but adversely affected by a nearly full Moon. The giant Arecibo radio telescope, 
observing the radiant by radar, doesn’t have to worry about that! And fortunately the 
eagerly-awaited Leonid meteor “storm” isn’t likely to happen until 1998 or 1999.

Doug Luoma offered an interesting tidbit for planet watchers: a conjunction of 
Saturn and the Moon early on the evening of November 11th. In addition, Mars and

1 The undersigned regretfully but firmly declines to serve a fifth consecutive year. 
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Venus are visible shortly after sunset, with Jupiter also prominent. Binoculars or small 
telescopes can be used to hunt down Uranus and Neptune as well!

John Thompson spent an evening recently periodically monitoring the famous 
eclipsing binary star Algol (β Persei) on its decline into eclipse, when it dips to about 
1/3 its normal brightness. This works out to a change of about 0.2 mag per hour over 7 
hours; recovery to normal is symmetrical. Since Algol undergoes its cycle about every 
three days, it’s not too hard to find a favourable night to watch it go through its paces. 
With a little practice, you can start producing your own light curves.

John also exhibited a low-cost spectrograph consisting of a pair of prisms salvaged 
from binoculars, some cardboard for light shielding, and a bracket to mount the 
assembly in front of his camera lens. The two right-angled prisms are arranged with 
hypotenuses touching along one edge, but separated by 60°; the light enters and leaves 
through the outside faces. No tracking is needed because the trailed star images are 
used to widen the spectrum. (This also means the instrument has greater sensitivity at 
high declinations where the angular velocity of the sky isn’t as large.) John showed 
some results taken on black & white T-Max 100 film of stars in Ursa Major, Cygnus, 
Lyra, Hercules, Pegasus and Ophiuchus. Spectral features can be discerned, but as 
more magnification is desirable, he intends to adapt it to a 135mm lens.

“Star-hopping” is a term mentioned frequently in OG talks, but perhaps not really 
comprehended by the beginner, so newcomer Richard Taylor decided to relate his 
observing experiences for the benefit of others. The starting point for finding an object 
this way is a star map showing the object you want to find, plus some stars bright 
enough to locate with your eye. Avoid charts with lines on them: you won’t see those 
in the sky! What you’re looking for is patterns of stars: for example, the head of 
Aquila is a slightly bent line of three stars: dim-bright-dim. Look for pointer stars and 
alignments to take you to unfamiliar areas of the sky: head southwest a fist’s width 
from Altair, the bright middle star just mentioned, to somewhat fainter δ Aql, then 
continue about the same distance to even dimmer X, at the left end of a “circlet” of 
stars that are more easily seen in binoculars or finder. A chart — Richard likes 
making his own with the planetarium program SkyMap — shows the M11 Wild Duck 
cluster just south of this (unofficial) asterism. Look for more patterns of stars on a 
smaller scale that you can use to guide your way to your destination; be warned that 
your finder has a limited field of view and even a small asterism like the “circlet” 
won’t fit in all at once.

At this point Richard simulated the process with an overhead copied from a 
photograph he’d taken (“The problem is that the telescope shows many more stars...”) 
plus an opaque cardboard sheet with a 2.5-cm hole cut in it (“—but only those in your 
eyepiece”). He rotated the OHP 180° to mimic the inversion in the finder, then began 
to slew the “eyepiece” across the field to locate the patterns he’d previously identified 
on his chart. He noted that you can often plot a route from one object to the next: 
southwest of M11 is a slanting line of four stars leading to a quadrilateral Richard 
calls “the broken handle of the Teapot” because it resembles part of Sagittarius
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(though at a much different scale!); these in turn guide on to M26. If you spot a 
distinctive group in the eyepiece first, then find it on the chart and determine how to 
make use of it, that’s all right too. In a closing illustration, Richard plotted a route 
from Sagitta to M27 (the Dumb-bell). Gary Boyle made the analogy that starhopping 
is like mentally calculating “order of magnitude” results; without them, how will you 
know if you’ve made a mistake with the calculator? Similarly, in observing, setting 
circles may get you where you want to go, but if anything goes wrong, you’re totally 
lost...something starhopping prevents.

On the Friday before Thanksgiving, Alan H ildebrand was sitting in his lonely 
log cabin on the fourteenth floor of Mountie Headquarters2 when his phone rang with 
the message that a “big event” had occurred the previous afternoon near El Paso, 
Texas — a bolide bright enough to be detected by earth-orbiting satellites (mag -20!), 
and likely sufficiently large to survive as meteorites. The next day, our man was on the 
spot tracking down the more reliable of the many eyewitnesses of the noon-hour flash 
and bang. A widely dispersed set of viewers is helpful because the place where the 
explosion occurred can be determined from azimuth reports alone (inexperienced 
observers are notoriously poor at estimating vertical angles). As for height, stony 
meteorites typically explode at 30 to 35 km altitude when the atmosphere gets dense 
and “hard” enough. Unfortunately this doesn’t pin down where the stone(s) actually 
fell! Computer models predict the strewn-field ellipses for various sized fragments 
(e.g., 80g, 800g, 8kg) with some likelihood of success i f  the incoming trajectory is 
known. A potential clue is that this event happened five years to the day after the 
Peekskill, NY fall, a suspicious coincidence and one worth assuming in the absence of 
better information. The result put the putative meteorites inside the Bliss Military 
Reservation, somewhere off-limits without advance arrangements. Alan is heading 
back to Texas in mid-November to continue the search.

What else is known about the El Paso fall? Nearly a million people heard it, most 
assuming that it was a failure of a missile test. A network of seismic stations picked up 
the explosion (though nothing of any impacts) as sound-induced ground motion of 
about 70nm amplitude, suggesting a 2-2½-metre-diameter object weighing ~20 
tonnes. It was also detected by infrasound listening stations. One eyewitness shot 
photos of the evolving dust cloud until his film ran out, thoughtfully placing a 
foreground lamp standard in the frame for reference. This was one of the “informed 
reports from people who are used to seeing things blow up in mid-air” (i.e., Bliss 
personnel!); to him, it “looked like a Nike-Hercules airburst at 6000' to 7000'" . The 
exact time of the flash and the boom 92 seconds later were deduced from viewers’ 
reactions captured on security camera videos.

Alan finished with some historical slides of a 500-kiloton test explosion in the 
1970s. This was a sphere of TNT six metres in diameter and made a pretty impressive

2With apologies to the Royal Canadian Air Farce. This is poetic licence for Energy, 
Mines and Resources, where he investigates Things That Go Bump in the Night.
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mushroom cloud and shock wave out to about one kilometre distant. It’s sobering to 
realize that the energy density in the incoming El Paso rock was 36x greater.

Complaints have been raised lately that nearby trees are encroaching on our sky at 
IRO, and since Al Seaman knows some of the folks in the Conservation Authority, he 
volunteered to do some lobbying. After viewing the site with him, they agreed that 
some pruning was needed. The tall trees to the west of the observatory can be felled 
altogether, while the pines to the south need to be topped...or as Al puts it, “turned into 
a hedge.” [Mission accomplished -  Ed.] Also, between Oct. 25 and Nov. 3 someone 
kicked in the door of the observatory. No other damage was done and nothing was 
taken, but clearly vigilance is in order. If you see anything unusual at IRO, please call 
Al immediately at 256-1155.

Outgoing Centre President Rick W agner 
brought us up to date on activity in the 
National Office of the RASC. They now have 
a toll-free line for membership enquiries, and 
accept major credit cards for publications. The 
Beginning Observer’s Guide will be made 
available in regular bookstores. Future Annual 
General Assemblies: Victoria (1998), Toronto 
(1999), and 2000 may be hosted by the 
(Francophone) Montreal Centre. Jack Locke 
of the Herzberg Institute has accepted an 
appointment as Honorary President of the 
Society. Finally, Rick wonders if there is any 
demand for a “family” category of 
membership. He notes that we already have an 
“associate” membership which is ideal for a 
second member in a household already 
receiving RASC publications. Contact Rick 
for information, or to provide feedback.

After the customary commercial by Rob Dick for RASC calendars and similar 
related merchandise, the meeting finished at about 10:30 p.m. Thanks to the unfailing 
Anne and A rt Fraser, those who stayed behind for informal conversation or to see 
what’s new in the Centre library did not go hungry.

Recorder Sought
We urgently require someone to take over the reins of responsibility for recording the 
gist of our monthly Observers Group meetings for publication in AstroNotes. If you 
would like to discuss stepping up your involvement with the group by taking on this 
much-appreciated service, please contact Brian McCullough at 836-3366.
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So long to summer — RASC Picnic ’97

Next Observers Group Meeting
We look forward to seeing you at our next meeting at 8 p.m. on January 2. Until 
then...

W i s h i n g  e v e r y o n e  
all the very best for a safe

Clear Skies and Apple Pies!

EXECUTIVE secretary,
13 6 DUPONT ST. 
TORONTO ONT.
M 5 R  1 V 2

R. A. S. C. 

C
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